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Worrell-Danne- lly
Loaning Money
to the Feeders Will McLenden-McLende-

n

k

TJarlsbad, April 6. A Kansas
City commission
firm some
weeks ago called attention to its
willingness to make feed lot
loans to farmers and stockmen
in the Ft cos valley and eastern
As one of the
New Mexico.
grounds for not feeding their
crops to stock, farmers Bay that
they are not able to get financial
assistance. When this offer of
feed .lot loans was made, J.
Brinker, general freight and
passenger agent at Amarillo,
took the matter up to learn what
there really was to it.
Mr. Brinker referred the mat
ter to F. S. Brooks, general live
stock agent at Kansas City. Mr.
Brooks took the matter of feed
lot loans up with commission
firms and live stock banks.
They all said they were partial
to feed lot loans, and that they
were willing to make loans in
the Pecos valley on sheep and
cattle.
Under date of March 31, one
of the Kansas City live slock
banks writes Mr. Brooks that
the usual proceedure is to handle
such loans through the local
bank. Application is made on
forms supplied through the local
bank ami gives the security
offered. If found satisfactory,
the applicant executes the necessary papers and gets the money
through the local bank. The
letter closes with the statement:
"We look with favor on loans
secured with sheep or cattle in
Jj'wl lots, and would be pleased
receive applications for such
loiins. Assuring you it is always
a pleasure to favor cattle men in
the district served by you, we
are, etc."
Mr. Brinker has here opened
the way for the feeder in this
section. It will make it possible
for the farmer who has the feed
to get financial assistance to obtain stock to consume it. Feeding will add to the profits of the
farm and at the same time conserve the fertility of the farm.
Koswell News.

-

Mabry to Locate
in Crosbyton, Texas
T. J. Mabry left Wednesday
for Crosbyton, Texas, where he
will engage in the practice of
Crosbyton is about 40
law.
miles fro;n Lubbock. Mr. Mabry also resigned as Senator and
will devote his entire time to the
practice of his chosen profession.

A very pretty double wedding
took place at the Dannelly ranch
Sunday afternoon when Miss
Josephine Dannelly, the charming daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
W. U. Dannelly, became the
bride of C. R. Worrell, and Will
McLenden and Mrs. Bessie
Rev.
were

Lambert tied the nuptial knots.
At the conclusion of the wedding
ceremony the happy couples
motored to town and repaired to
the pretty home of Mr. and Mrs.
Will McLenden, where a bountiful supper, awaited them.
Mr. and Mrs. Worrell will reside "for the present at the By-kiresidence.
The many
friends of the happy young
twain, as well as this papar. wish
them many happy days to come.
Mr. Worrell is the Junior member of the firm of E. T. Jernigan
and Co.
Mr. and" Mrs. McLenden will
reside in Clovis.
v

n

Miscellaneous

Shower

Mr. and Mrs. Chess Worrell
were given a miscellaneous
shower at th home of Mr. and
Mrs. Will McLenden Monday
evening.
The young people
hearing of the whereabouts of
the newly wedded pair, delight
fully surprised them with many
beautiful and expensive gifts.
Mr. Worrell received a cut glass
vase from his partner, Mr. Jerni- Kan. They also received an ele
gant ice box from several of
After
their young men friends
supper the crowd repaired to the
Moose Hall and spent a social
evening dancing.

Ten Page Advertisement
for Firm.
Last week's issue of the
Deming Headlight was a hummer. One enterprising Deming
fi rm used ten solid pages of ad
vertising in this issue. This is
very unusual one
something
firm using a ten page ad in a
weekly paper. The Headlight
has installed a linotype and is
one of the most progressive publications in the state. Exchange
Deming always was a good
town. It was started right by
Exthe right kind of people.
cuse our egotism but this editor was the first boy born in Deming and we are proud of it, and
our dad, J. E. Curren. erected
the third shack in the town in
which he established the Deming Headlight.

Attorney Gillenwater Sick
Attorney W A. Gillenwater
has been confined to his bed
for several days as a result of an
attack of La Grippe. The attending physician reports Mr.
Gillenwater as improving. It is
hoped that he will soon be able
to resume his duties again.

Doran Figuring on
Modern Hotel.
It is understood that Proprietor Thomas Doran of the Montezuma Hotel is figuring on the
acquisition of the old Exchange
Hotel site for a new modern
hotel to cost something like
$123,000. - Santa Fe New Mexican.

Died
Mrs. Carl Watson, who has
s
been a patient sufferer of
of the stomach, was called home to her Maker, Friday,
fhe deceased was 21 years of
age and leaves a husband and
baby 15 months old to mourn
her loss, besides other relatives
The hotly was
i n Missouri.
home in Misold
to
her
taken
souri for interment.
tuber-colosi-

Mr. and Mrs. T. F. Smith left
Sunday for their home in
They have been
Okla.
past 2 months
the
Clovis
in
visiting Mrs. Smith's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. R. Garner and
sister, Mrs. Roy McGill.
Du-ran-

t,

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Lehrer
have returned from Wisconsin
where they have been visiting
for some several months They
have a claim several miles from
Clovis which they will farm this
year. Mr. Lehrer advises the
News that land in northern Wisconsin, where they have been
visiting, has increased over $100
an acre since they left that
country and came to Clovis several years ago.
Messrs Lindley & Jones have
received a number of new Ford
cars, which went like hot cakes.
Jeniton Apples $1.50 per box at
the Model Grocery. Phone 29.
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Dennis Gets Appointment Big Pains Fall
all Over the County
C. E. Dennis, president of the

William Raulie Commits
Suicide at His Home
Near Texico.

of Commerce
Manager
General
of the
and
Union Mortgage Co., received
notice Wednesday of his appointment as a member of the State
Penitentiary Commission.
Mr.
Dennis left Thursday for Santa
Fe to confer with the Governor
about the appointment. This is
a good official plum. Mr. Dennis
had not decided whether he
would accept the appointment,
as his other duties in Clovis re
quire practically his entire attention. Mr. Dennis is a genuine
Clovis booster and what time he
does not devote to his business
interests in connection with the
Union Mortgage company,
is
taken up in pulling for the town
and country.
Clovis Chamber

Wm. Raulie, an aged and respected citizen of Texico, com-

mitted suicide at his home two
miles north of that town, Tuesday. For sometime Mr. Raulie
was known not to be in good
health and had warned his family of his intentions of his self
destruction. The weapon used
was a 45 70 calibre rifle, which
was discharged by means o f
placing a cane against the trigger. The bullet entering the
heart, passing entirely through
his body, and resulting in instant death. Mr. Raulie was 67
years of age.
He leaves a wife and seven
children, all of whom were present at his home at the time of
the tragedy, except one daughter
who came from Missouri to atMinstrel Show Pleased
tend the funeral, which was held
The Busby's World's greatest
at Texico at the M. E. Church, Minstrel
Show Wednesday eveWednesday, April 4th. Funeral
shown the distinction
ning
has
services were conducted by Rev.
of being the only one to exhibit
Hendricks.
here for some time without a lot
of fault finding critics picking
its attractions to pieces afterA. S. Fuqua Leaves.
ward.
A. S. Fuqua, who has been
A negro minstrel show is in a
connected with the First Nat- class by itself; and a good one
ional Bank for about five years,
never fails to please an audience
with his wife leaves Monday where laughter and amusement
for Clovis, N. M., where he has are sought.
occepted the position of AssistThe negro has an ear for
ant Cashier of the Clovis Nat- music; it is natural with him;
ional Bank. During Mr.
and he has his way of rendering
residence here, he has it.
It is not classical, but it is
made a large circle of friends
more pleasing.
better
who predict him a successful
minstrels gave a good enThe
career in his new location. Am- tertainment one well worth the
arillo Panhandle.
price, and the audience got its
satisfaction of negro melody and
laughter. Hazelton Herald.
Womans' Missionary
Clovis Friday, April 23.
v Society of M. E. Church.
The Womans Missionary Society of the Methodist church Railroad Notes.
Mrs. F. J. Evans departed
will have their monthly "Program and Social Day" meeting the first of the week for a
Wednesday, April 21st at the visit at varous points in Kansas.
Mrs. Billie Deemer has left
home of Mr. and Mrs. Jackson
for an extended visit in Topeka
on north Mitchell St.
Wrought
and and Kansas City.
Mesdames
Denny will assist Mrs. Jackson.
Mrs. Tom Cooper and baby
Every lady ot the church who arrived from Carlsbad this
is interested in this work is in- week to take up their residence
vited to be present.
in Clovis.
The following program will
Guy N. Wilson, head of the
be given.
Santa Fe bonus department for
Leader Mrs. Austin.
this district, was here from
Subject. "The Wailing World his headquarters in Amarillo
Our Opportunity."
this week on business connectStewardship"
"Christian
ed with his position.
Mrs. Carroon.
"China"-M- rs.
Mason.
J. E. Shaw Van Resigns.
"Virginia School" Mrs. Rice
J. E. Shaw Van, who for the
past four years has been in the
"City Missions" Mrs. Latta.
TheCities"-Mr- s.
Miller.
employ of the Santa Fe here and
Round Table Talks of Two for
the past three years
minutes each on "What Can be has ieen head timekeeper in
of the office of the master mechanDone for the Betterment
ic, has resigned his position and
Clovis."
It is desired that every one will, in a few days enter into
present take part in this dis- partnership with Fred W. James
real estate business.
in the
cussion.
Their office will be in the rear
of the Clovis National Bank.
J. P. Noble, our esteemed
Mr. Shaw Van is an execllent
Justice of the Peace, Precinct young man, enjoying
a wide
No. 1, had an operation performamong our
acquaintanceship
ed this week, the removal of an citizens, particularly the raileye, as a result of an injury he road boys, and we are glad to
had received many years ago, see him cast his lot among the
but only recently had been business men of Clovis.
That
troubling him. The operation the new firm will be a winner
was entirely successful, and it is from the start goes without
hoped that Mr. Noble will suffer saying. Mr. James needs no inno further inconvenience from troduction to our citizens,
the removal of the eye.
everybody knows )FreJ.
good
luck to the new
Here's
young
Marion Crawford, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. firm.
Crawford, was painfully injured
Mr. Roy McGill has purchaswhile a t school one day this
ed
the Carnes place, 15 mi north
week, by a little girl throwing a
of 820
consisting
Clovis,
of
eye.
stone and hitting her in the
$1500.
Consideration
acres.
hospital,
the
to
taken
was
She
and although her eye is in a As this place joins Mr. McGill 's
serious condition, she will not original 320. he how has a fine
6 10 acre farm.
lose it.
Fu-qua-

$1.00

's

ba-cau-

New Real Estate Firm
Fred W. James and A. W.
Big soaking rains fell all over Hockenhull have opened up a
the county during the past few real estateloffice in the Clovia
days, which coming at this time National Bank. Both of these
of the year, assures a bumper gentlemen are too well known to
wheat crop. Now look for Curry the people of Curry County to
County lands to soar in price,
which it is bound to do as a result of the best prospects we
have had in New .vl exico for the
last 10 years. At no time, according to the recollection of the
oldest inhabitants, has there
been such a season in the
ground, so much land in cultivation, such favorable conditions
for a big crop. From all reports people are coming into
New Mexico in droves, and this
appears the year that will put
Curry County on the map as one
of the best in the Southwest.
Those who left their claims several years ago are returning,
and what few are not able to re
turn, are selling their lands at
fancy figures.
Real
Estate
Brokers in this county have become almost as numerous as
flies in the summer time, which
indicates better times here.
During these periods of business depression in other parts of
the conntry, we are certainly
thankful for such prosperous

an introduction on our
part. Mr. Hockenhull is City
Attorney and Asst. Dist. Attorney. Mr. James, until recently, was one of the Directors
of the Clovis National Bank and
owns a large cattle ranch, and
has been actively engaged in
various business enterprises
throughout the county.
They
have purchased a new car for
their use in business.

times.

Grand Lodge.

need

Elks Install Officers
Tha Installation of the Clovis
Lodge B. P. O. Elks No. 1244
occured at the Elks' Home,
Wednesday night, by installing
the following officers:
John O. Prichard,
Exalted
Ruler; J. E. Shaw Van, Esteemed Leading Knight; W. II. DuckRecording
worth,
Esteemed
Knight; R. F. Pixley, Esteemed
Loyal Knight; Fritz Herod, Sec
retary; J. Cecil Nelson, Treasurer; Harry P. Miller, Tyler;
Mandell, Trustee; Armond
Ar-mon-

Mandell,

d

to

Representative

Man Drowned at Portales.
J. H. Sheppard and J. R, DarA vigorous campaign will be
nell were up from Portales tomade by the Christian Church
day and advise us that in the
next Friday, Saturday ani Sunday for pledges to a church heavy rain there Thursday night
Christian

Church

building fund to be raised during the next few months. There
will be special meetings at the
church Friday night, Saturday
night and Sunday morning; and
at the Lyceum Sunday night,
public pledges will be taken.
Reverend Rice of EI Paso will
lead in this campaign and will
speak at all these meetings.
The Sunday evening program
will be of special interest to you,
whether you wish to make a
pledge or not. Special music is
being prepared by the choir.
Miss Hancock, Mr. Nichols and
others will render special parts.
Johnson's Orchestra will b e
Some of the other
present.
churches and possibly all will
call in their evening services for
Their presence
this meeting.
will be greatly appreciated.
C. W. Lambert, Minister.

a mexican was drowned.
had retired beside the track
was engulfed in the rush
water.
Mr Sheppard is a pastor
Mr. Darnell is editor of
Portales Herald.
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See the Virginia Minstrels
here April 21. 40 people
1-- t.

Heaviest Rain in Years
Thursday
The precipitation
night, was the heaviest in years,
amounting to almost three inches
or to be exact to 2.85 inches as
shown by the Government Rain
Guage a t Barry's Hardware
Store. The light rain of several
days before which had been
intermittenly falling developed
into a heavy downpour Thursday
evening,
which continued
throughout the night. This is
the heaviest rain recorded :at
this season in many years, and
it practically insures a bumper
crop of winter wheat of which
there is in a large acreage.
Now watch Curry County
prosper.

The Clovis High School is b isy
preparing for commencement.
The Seniors will put on their
usual High School Play. Extensive preparations are being made
for the coming event. A rule
has been made that all graduatThe Great Virginia Minstrels
ing girls' gowns will not cost Show will be here on April 21.
1 t
over $7.00 and the making to 10 People
cost less than $5.00.
Whiting says that rain or shine
For Fire Insurance in best old he sells the goods just the same.
See Curren
line Companies,
a former
S. A. Erdmann,
tf Curry Counly citizen who owns
Agency.
500 Young cows and heifers a ranch northwest of Clovis, rewith big calf crop for sale cheap turned from Missouri where he
for cash or on credit. If you recently disposed of his farm.
want any cattle it will pay you Mr. Erdmann is the father inCattle at Farwell, law of Ticket Agent, C. S. Curto see us.
tis.
Dunn & Harrison.
Texas.
People
fast becomirg acArthur Lee Await, former quainted are Whiting's new lowith
Cnunty Clerk, who recently reon north Main street. It
turned from a trip to Colorado, cation
Hinman returned this
James
has been making several real
an Eastern sanitarifrom
week
Mr.
lately.
estate transactions
was treated and
he
um,
where
again
be
a
expects
to
Await
candidate for County Clerk. He probably cured of an ailment of
claims he lost his office through long duration.
the influence of the present
Obituary
Governor because of his lack of
a young man of
Trent,
Sam
sufficient "pernicious" political
l,
23 years, recently died in
activity.
Oklahoma,
He leaves a
Whiting's, that's all you need sister here, Mrs. Jennie Birdsall
It. of Havener.
to know when buying.
Pur-cel-
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ON DRY LANDS

Where Climatic Conditions Are Suit
ed It Is Most Promising Annual
Hay Crop Yet Tried.

23

(By ALVIN

KETSER. Colorado Expert
t
Hlullon l
previous article on Sudan grass
has aroused so much letter Inquiry
that It Is thought that further ex
planation In regard to the crop would
be helpful.
Tiutian grass Deiongs to the sorghum family of plants.
It Is finer
stemmed than cane and matures In
a shorter season. Like all sorghums,
however, It is distinctly a warm
weather plant. There are very few
localities where It will do well at
altitudes higher than 5,000 feet. In
some favored locations it can he
grown somewhat higher than that. It
Is generally adapted to tho Colorado
plains conditions as a dry lund annual crop.
it cannot be pastured, hut makes
a very rapid growth when warmth
and moisture conditions are proper.
It can be expected to yield as much
as a ton per acre on practically all of
the dry lands worth cultivating nnd
In fairly favorable seasons may go as
high as four tons per acre.
Sudan grass Is a good producer and
will harvest seed nt the rate or 300
up to as high as 3,000 pounds per acre
under the very best conditions. Un
der ordinary dry land conditions seed
yieins or sou to l.uou pounds per acre
are not nnuauul.
On the dry lands this cron should
be planted in rows and cultivated. It
Is not especially adapted for Irrigated
conditions, although it will make a
heavy growth as an annual hay crop
ir it Is desired to use It
such purposes. In the Arkansas valley, the
season is long enough and hot eiiouch
to make two crops most years under
irrigation. Under dry hind conditions
one crop is all that can lie expected
except In unusually
wet seasons.
Where climatic conditions are warm
enough. Sudan grass is the most
promising annual hay crop yet tried,
ir will not do well In the higher alti
tudes where the nights are cool, the
seasons short and tho days often cool.
When seeded In rows, five or six
pounds per acre Is amply sufficient.
The rows should be put from three
to three and
reet apart in
order to permit of cultivation.
Seeded brondcost, ten to fifteen pounds
Is sufficient under dry lund conditions.
im-n-
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lhi picture, uu actual scene on me western buttle line, shows a Uermau
tachment moving closer and closer to the enemy's lines In an effort to gain
tremhi'H ran be swept with gunfire preparatory to a charge. 80 effective Is
thai th. lew men seun In the picture could withstand an entire regiment If
open Held

1.

i.W

light artillery aud machine gun dea position from which the allies'
the Are of these light machine guns
the latter charged them across an

TRENCHES ONE TURN
Hospital Next for Some of Canadian Soldiers.
Could Neither Sit Nor 8tand in Mud
Filled Ditches Under Heavy Fir
for Three Weary Nights
and Days.
London. The discomfort and even
ctuul Buffering caused by doing only
one turn In (lie trenches is described
by a Canadian soldier In Princess Patricia's Unlit Infantry in a letter written at the. front. Such was the condition of tho troops tout some of the
men hardly were able to crawl from
the trenches when the relief hour arWith too much mud to sit
rived.
down and the trench too shallow to
stand up stnlKht, the troop was in a
difficult position. The letter, which
was printed in the London Times,
says:
"We left the plnco from which I Inst
wrote, marche d 15 miles and billeted
In a barn.
The following day we
marched 12 miles to within about three
miles of the trenches, which we entered late at night, relieving some
French troops. We stayed 48 hours In
the trenches, or rather ditches, as
they'ro little better, and such a time
I never experienced lu my life.
"It was raining most of the time,
sniping was going on all night, and In
the daytime we were subjected to a
most awful bombardment, especially
on the first day, shells exploding near
my trench sometimes in bunches of
six. Mud and pieces of shrapnel fell
quite close (several times. The shells
from the German big guns burst with
terrible din and fairly made the
earth quake, our trenches caving In In
many places from the severe concussions.
"We of my platoon consider ourselves very lucky Indeed, as we suffered the hottest shell fire along the
line occupied by the battalion, but fortunately the German gunners bad too
much elevation, which resulted in the
shells, with two or three exceptions,
falling over and clear of the trenches.
The German trenches opposite our position were only 120 yards away, but
very little rifle Are was Indulged lu,
everyone on both sides keeping well
under cover.
"The bottom of the trenches in most
places is just ankle deep in mud. We
sat on our equipment, which was soon
smothered in wet, cold mud, and In a
deplorable state. Dut it saved us from
actually sitting in the mud, and one
could not stand upright, as the trench
was not deep enough. Of course sleep
was practically
impossible, though
most of us negotiated 40 winks at intervals when not on watch.
"Our feet were wet through the
whole time, also our nether garments.
During the long nights we Just longed
for daylight, although we knew It
would bring a renewal of the bombardment Some of our men were hardly
able to crawl out of the trenches
when our turn came to be relieved.
"I hardly think human llesh could
possibly stand the conditions prevailing mure thun three dnys at the most.
The night we came out and into billets 1 put on dry socks. I had the most
peculiar seiirtiitions in my feet all that
night a kind of pins and needles.
This. I suppose, was the returning of

circulation.
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Farmers Are Making
Hog Pastures of Lsnd
Once Thought Worthless.

First-Clas-
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A Boston physician tells of a Doctor
Yield To Lydia E. Pink,
Reed who, In his time, was one of the
HI
Hub.
the
of
prominent medlros
barn's Vegetable
large practice Included many pntlents
Compound.
he
these
and
outside the city limits,
visited In his buggy.
Elkhart, Ind.:- -" I suffered for four
One day Doctor Reed bought a new
horse, with which he was much teen yenrs from organic Inflammation,
pleased until he discovered that the
pain and Irregularianimal had an Insurmountable objecties. The pains in
tion to bridges of all kinds, and could
my sides were In
not be made to cross one.
creased by walking;
Tnnsmnph
nt thnt period it was
or standing on my
necessary to cross certain bridges In
feet and I had such
order to reach any one or tne
awful bearing; down
inun the doctor decided to
feelings, was deaell the horse. He did not think it
pressed in spirits
necessary to mention the anlmnl's peand became thin and
culiarity, but was much too honest to
pale with dull, heavy
somn
misrepresent him, and, after
I had six doe
eves.
j
thraifht nrndnend the following ad- whom I received only tempoTertlsement, which he Inserted In a tors from
rary relief. I decided to give Lydia EL
local paper:
Vegetable Compound ft fair
"For Sale. A bay horse, warranted I'inkham'a
trial and also the Sanative Wash. Ihav
for
reason
only
The
kind.
and
sound
used the remedies for four months
selling Is because the owner Is obliged now
and cannot express my thanks for what
to leave rtoston."
they have done for me.
" If these tinea will be of any benefit
His Tour.
you have my permission to publish
"That mnn never seems to stay them." Mrs. Sadib WrLUAMS, 465
long at any one place. What 1b he do James Street, Elkhart, Indiana.
ing, anyway?"
Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Com"He la helping to take a census ot pound, made from native roots and herbs,
the birds."
contains no narcotic or harmful drugs,
"Oh. that accounts for bis being con and y
hokls the record of being the
stantly on the wing."
most successful remedy for female ilia
we know of, and thousands of voluntary
The Man's View.
testimonial on file in the Pinkbau
Penelope My book of dancing rules laboratory at Lynn, Mass., Mem to
says, "Don't hold the lady too close." prove this fact
Perclval Impossible! Judge.

If roii have the slightest donbt

Don't be misled.

Auk

for Red Cron

Bag Hlue. Makes beautiful white clothes.
At all good grocers. Adv.

Pity Is akin to love, but a girl Is nev
er willing to accept It as a substitute.

that'Lyilln, 10. 1'inkhum's Vegetable Compound will help you, write

toL(liiii:.IinkhamlIelirlneCo.

(con fid en t lul I j nn, M ass,, for advice. Your letter will lie opened,
rend and answered by a woman,
)

and held iu strict confidence.

3.

For Infanta and Children.

HS u!i'i:!ir!!:i;:vi:iiii:iiiii;iii;iiiiM:i!M!ii!gJ

Mothers Know That
.!

ANefietable Preparation for Assimilating the Food andRegula-lin(he Stomachs arid Dowels of

ftp-

Promotes
Hi

i

well-bre-

d

Always
Bears the

Signature

4W

of

Not Narcotic

Mr

Arpr SOIH OrSAMVUfirCgat

Avf,'

Stir

Aoerfecl Remedy forConsllpa
lion . Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
s

Worms.Convulsions.reverish-nes-

and LOSS OF SLEEP.
Fac Simile

St'

Signature

of

j'

For Over

Thirty Years

Thi Centaur Company,
NEW YORK,

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

thi Mimum

MaMHv, mtm vem

en

Rheumatism
Muscle Colds
"It

one-fourt- h

'

Digettion.Cheerful-nessan-

Rest.Conlains neither
Opium .Morphine nor Mineral

first-clas-

d

Genuine Castoria

BBSTO:::::ii.:.ri;:.H.;:.ii;;nrTntfTTniTCTta;
ALCOHOL-- 3 PER CENT

Btfl

g

Most of the large and many of the
small farms In tho arid West have
more or less poor laud. Some of this
is rocky hilly country, some damp
alkaline soils and other sections are
cut up with washes and ditches. Most
or these are not being utilized. What
can we do to help in a practical way?
A number of progressive
farmers
s
have inadu
hog pastures of
these formerly waste places by sowing
common sweet clover. They say hogs
relish it and make about as good gaina
as on alfalfa if pastured young. Others huve plunted sweet clover for
iheep pasture, taking cure or the rew
'arm sheep which are always a source
ot profit on such farms.
Some have
been utilizing these places for dairy
salves, colts or any other animal avail-ible- .

This is worth trying out. If the farm
er wants to grow sweet clover and
joes not want to pasture it, then he
Builds Benzol Plant Complete in much prospect, however, It was said may cut it young for huy or produce
nt the Kdison laboratory yesterday. eed which at present is bringing a
Twenty-Nin- e
Days.
that there will be much for public big price on the market.
sale.
The Kdison plant In Silver I.ake. N,
First in United States Since War Be- J.. Is said to be the first synthetic CORN STALKS TO HOLD SNOW
gan, Turns Out 800 Gallons Daily
carbolic acid plant In the country. It
Is turning out one and one half tons Added Moisture Makes Soli Less Li
Supply Was Formerly
able to Blow Wind Is Checked,
of acid a day.
From Germany.
Reducing the Drifting.
Orange, N. J. Completion or the
BORN BLIND: NOW SEES
It is sometimes a good plan to leave
first benzol plant built In the United
some of the corn stalks standing
States since the war has been anEvery fourth row left standing will
It
nounced by ThomaB A. Edison.
hold a lot of snow on the land. At the
was finished in the record time of
North Dakota experiment station It
29 days, from six to eight months
was found that
of the corn
being
required.
usually
left standing stopped about as
stalks
Ilenzol Is used lu making aniline
much snow as when all were left. This
dyes and synthetic carbolic acid.
will in many cases mean a good deal
Practically the entire supply always
to tlx next crop. The added moisture
has come from Germany, and the war
will make the soil less liuble to blow,
had not been long in progress before
and the standing stulks will check tho
there was a scarcity.
wind a good deal, neur the surface,
Kdison uses a ton of curbollc acid a
md this also reduces the drifting. Hot
mukiiig
phonograph
day in
records.
ter try leaving a few rows and see if
When the war made carbolic acid
It does not pay.
scarce he decided to make It synthetically. Hut be needed benzol, and ben
So first
zol was even more scarce.
DUCKS MUST HAVE SHELTER
ho had to make tho benzol
With characteristic directness, EdiMany Farmers Beginning to Realize
son gathered tho latest Information
Fowl, If Properly
That
on benzol manufacture.
He decided
Cared For, Is Profitable.
on the method of extracting It from
'.'...
:,
coal gus in preference to the petroMany farmers who rear ducks, leave
leum Hiern of Prof. Wulter Itittman
them to And sh"lter as best they can,
of Columbiu university.
Then he de
and for years this plan has seemed to
signed a system of appnnitus that
do fairly well on some farms; but of
would combine cheapness aud speed
lute they are learning that
of construction.
ducks. If properly cared for, are a
So well did he succeed (lint tho
proll table side line.
first plant, which is In Johnstown, Pa.,
While it takes no more rood to raise
.Miss Maud
Emerson Lincoln ol
and on which wcrk wus started twenty-n- Marblcliead. Mass., afte 21 years 'in tbe
duck than It does to
days ago, now is turning out almost total darkness, has suddenly raise the scrub, they do require Blight-ine
sn(j gallons of benzol a day. Kdison gained full use of
more cure, and they should have
her eyes. Practila planning another plant In Sydney, cally blind
since her birth, one after some Bort of shelter. Iiulld a neat, InNova Scotia, and still another at a noon she felt something snap In hei expensive duck bouse and note the
yet unknown location. The total ben- eye and normul sight camo Instantly difference in the looks aud health of
zol production thus is expected to be to 'hat eye, then to the other.
Thf your flock.
brought to 2.000 gallons daily.
miracle almost unnerved her The
The benzol apparatus devised by sight of pebple Beared her; the sigh)
Neglected Heifers,
Edison, if easier to build, is some- of rood was strange; she could nol
Young heifers that are fed Just
what less permanent than the usual eat; everywhere she turned a new enough to keep them alive grow up
type. It Is, however, serving Its pur- world met her. She plans to make U
into rough beasts with large horns,
pose. Edison Is getting all the ben- for her enforced lack of education and coarse hair, thick skin and high bones
zol be needs and has had a little left rejoices in the miracle of Juat plain and other marks of starvelings. Tbsy
over for his friends. There Is not everyday "seeing."
are seldom good cows.
ft.

SICKNESS

LONG

THE FARM

Progressive

fifty-fou-

MRS. WILLIAMS'

Advertisement of Boston Physician
Merely Stated Facta Exactly as
They Were.

r

WASTE PLACES

Well-Bre-

"My hands were also much swollen,
but two days' rest soon put mo all
right uguln I feel absolutely none the
worse for my experience, but some of
the men had to go to hospital, mid
others were unfit to march and had to
ride in transports. I myself have been
utile to Btay vitii the best of them, although I uu. the oldest mun in the section
"We occuplid the trenelus on the
night of the filth mid were relieved on
the night of the eighth. Twenty of us
are billeted In what you w(,iild call a
country public house olid sleep In the
kitchen on the floor, by far the most
comfortable digs we have had so fur
"I was much struck by the behavior
of the boys who had never been under
fire before; In fact, I was surprised.
Of course wo all realize that we carry
our lives In our hands and think the
most of us don't worry. We found
time to laugh and Joke while the shells
bursting overhead and quite a

rrt

went about his work as usual and said
nothing. Then It cairn to him that he
had been deserted, and so he made
application for divorce.
The court heard his story.
The
few uncomplimentary
remnrlia wero woman had not written since leaving
addressed at the German gunners on
home. Neighbors had seen ber take
tneir Indifferent marksmanship."
a train. The husband did not know
where she went. The Judge granted
DOCTOR WRONG BY 54 YEARS an Interlocutory degree of divorce under which Saad will have to wait at
War
Veteran.
Taonari
"Mnrtaiiw least another year before he remar
M
Wounded" Recently Dies "Natural"
was so informed by the
rles.
"Wait only one
court. He replied:
Death" for All That.
year? Oh, one year Is nothing, noth
Fulton, Mo. Left on tho battlefield ing at all."
dying -- 'Ith tho surgeon's notation,
"mortally wounded," written after his CAST
BOTTLE ON THE WATE
name, only to live
years and
dlo a natural death,
was the exDays It Came Back Filled
perience of the Inte John W. Davis, a After Many
to the Neck With Choice
Confederate veteran of Fulton. A letWhisky.
ter received here from Joseph A.
Mudd, another Confederate veteran of
Virginia, Minn. A. n. Coatee, a well
Hyattsvllle, Md., tells the story as folknown mining man, got a surprise In
lows:
express tho other day. it was
"I have Just seen mention of the the
bottle of whisky from a Kentucky
death In Fulton of John W. Davis.
distillery that he had not ordered. The
He was a member of a grand comwas that th
pany of brave boys, commanded by odd thing about the gift
was In a bottle that Mr. Coates
liquor
Capt. D. H. Mclntyre, afterward at
emptied with a pnrty of friends whilo
l
of Missouri Company stenming down the River Nile
A, Hurbrldges regiment
Ours was Africa about a year ago and threw
Company D, and we stood side by side
Into the murky stream. In the bottle
In battle. Comrade Davis was Just my
he bad placed a Blip of paper bearing
age.
bis name and address. Someone
"At Wilson's Creek, nearly
r
and forwarded It to
years ago, I saw blm shot, so badly found the bottle
distillery, where It was filled and
the
hurt that tho surgeon wrote 'mortally sent to Mr. Coates with the liquor fac
wounded' after his name."
tory's compliments. The original hot
tin was presented to Mr. Coates by a
PATIENT SPOUSE WAITS LONG local friend when he started on his
Arrlcan trip.
But After Keeping Coffee Hot for
One Doctor's Bill In Century.
Her Nine Years, Concludes 8he
Illnlrstown. N. J. Mrs. Sabllla Pell
Isn't Coming Back.
one hundred, suffering from a mere
La Crosse, Wis. Abdolla Saad, cold, is attended by a doctor for the
most patient husband in La Crosse, first time in her life.
haB been granted a divorce by Judge
Higbee. One day in 1906 the wire
Pardons Woman Spies.
stepped over to a neighbors. She
Paris. Several woman spies,
,
told her husband to keep the coffee
to death by
hot. Abdolla was a faithful husband. have been pardoned by President
He kept the coffee hot nine years. He Poincare or France.
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Good for Neuralgia, Sciatica, Sprains and Bruises.
All Dealers 25c
Send four cents la stamps for a free TRIAL
BOTTLE.

DR. EARL S. SLOAN, Inc. DeptB

PhaadeJoKia. Pa.
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THE CLOVIS NEWS
Ana surety now no mu
I go to meet him."
Out from the cottage then dashed
the fair Godlva and darted again to
the forest. And as she sped, so fleet
of foot, she cried again and again,
Till presently
O Paulo!"
"Paulo!
came an answering cry: "Godlva! O
Godlva!" and Into view came a young
man with crossbow and carrying
athwart his shoulder a deer from
which life had fled because of a bolt
hot with unerring aim from the cross
bow of Paulo. Far famed In Urania
was Paulo, the crossbowman, whose
skill oft had Inspired the admiration
and envy even of the king's own archers, when these happened to meet
Paulo on the hunt.
Scarcely Is It needful to describe
with mlnuteneBS the meeting of these
lovers of three hundred years agone,
for lovers were then precisely what
lovers are today. Hand In hand they
strolled till n;ially Paulo stopped.
"Hearken!" he said. "Hear you
not, my Godlva. a song that Is yet not
a Bong, since It Is a crooning?"
" 'Tie Hagar!" cried Oodlva. "Hagar
Hagar, our friend, who
the witch!
kettle-poti- ons
makes potions In her black
that work magic upon those
who partake of them."
Thpy stood now at the entrance to
a cave. Within the durk, gloomy, cav- upper.

iiimmmnnnimnnimntnninnimanimtminntmunnnnnnnnnnunira

near and

Story

ueware oi iumu,
ware, Godlva!
king of Urania!"
"Stop!" said Paulo, much offended.
"Wouldst frighten my Godlva on her
wedding dByT What has Godlva In
common with his majesty? They are
as like to hall and speak in passing
as a star with the earth. And my
Godlva is a alar, far above the fleshly
king. Away with thy evil foretelllngs,
Tell us what thy brew beHagar.
speaks of things more likely than that
my Godlva should beware of the

escape his pursuers,
earthen cups.
Paulo, meantime, In flight througn
And now the king looked upon Gobis fleet- dlva as one transfixed. So instant was the forest, saw that, despite
gam-

ness of foot, his pursuers were
ing on him. He halted and took shelter behind a tree. And a moment later
an arrow from his croBsbow sped
forth and found Its victim piercing
the heart of the foremost archer. Again
Paulo shot a bolt from his bow, and
By
again the shaft brought an arhef to
Wllllama
the ground writhing In the death
strange alarms.
tmimiTinmnTnmnniinnimnnmnitmgnmnii M
an ugly wench," said Thold, agony. Paulo then turned to flee. Hut
"Tls
kln!"
close to the ear of the king. In an upcropping root of the tree, his
"Hist!" Hagar cautioned, looking the Jester,
ugly,
sire,
that thou hadst better foot caught. He stumbled and fell.
"So
"Hear
forth through the cave entrance.
Prom the Photopler br
Bhe proffers and fly And, before he could rise, the archers
quaff
the
milk
you not the Bounding of the huntsJAMKS OLIVER
thee w 1th her hor were upon him.
lest
tuke
she
hence,
CURWOOD
man's horn?"
What a fight then took place! Paulo
eyelids."
"Av. that we do!" cried Paulo. "A rible
fought
like one suddenly demonlzed,
replied.
king
the
fool!"
Silence
What makes a
With llluatratione from th Prohunting party Is passing not far disfighting
for his life, fighting for his
beauty
bo
pay
to
"Homuge thou shalt
smoke good?
duction th 8li Polrecope Co
tant."
my halldome, thou shalt happiness, fighting for love of Godiva.
"Ay!" said Hagar. Tls the horn rare. By
do
It iWt sbspe U'l
huntsman
one
lone
could
what
to
Hut
as
Pipe
The king make obetsunce to yonder maid
goodtotact
SuuifirHtuinifuninttiiitiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiininiimmiiimmiiifiiniiimfinnia
of the king's huntsmen.
with fully twenty archers surrounding
suy. urovei ai
queen,
llrovel,
a
Godlva,
eigsrette
ruiraoupe
cigsr
(Up;rilm 1VU, ur
himself is near. And thou.
and
overpowered
was
Thold, and kiss not more man him? That he
1
ell are good if the
must beware. Avoid the king, Godlva, feet,
being his hunds tied behind him was no fault
CHAPTER I.
toh'jceo Is food.
If thou the toe of her sandal, the which
as thou wouldet a serpent.
numbers
of Paulo's. Overwhelming
of the the total of her person thou art fitted
tobacco in
The
benediction
the
know
wouldst
alone had mnde a captive of Godiva's
Godlva, the 8hepherd's Daughter.
upon."
ft
Fstima Cigarette
holy mun at the monastery this day, to look
I was dressed in the simple frock of
lover.
Jester,
the
Thold.
And in awful
good gloriously
Godlva, 'ware Leofrlc, king of Urania!"
to
the
him
My name
they
led
(he shepherd's daughter.
buck
Then
of
Godlva
good!
groveled dutifully at the feet
of Rivarre. where the king await
for the time being was Godlva. And
and kissed the toe of her sandal. And
Get aequtlnte; with
Paulo.
sight
of
In
scone
At
coming.
I was about to enact the first
CHAPTER II.
the king quaffed the milk the maiden ed their
its mild yet sstiify-io- f
of
hands
in
the
the photoplay by Jamea Oliver
Turkish blend.
proffered. And the gentlemen of the helnlesB and bound,
disIn
out
entitled "The Story of the Hlood
entourage drank deeply also of the the archers, Godiva cried
King of Urania.
The
save
they tress so pitiable thnt any heart
Red none." The director who was proFrom the carcass of the deer, which goat's milk till, much refreshed,
would have been
ducing the play came to me, saying:
had left outside waited for the further commands or a kingly one of Btone
huntsman
the
Paulo
moved
"Why not take your pen In hand and
the cave, a haunch of venison was now their august sovereign.
novel?"
Hut the king wanted Godlva for his
turn this play Into
Thy name! "wild the king, speaking
presented to Hugar the witch. Paulo
to the own. And he was sufficiently gifted
"Maybe 1 will," I replied. "But first
time
first
now
directly
for
the
ne
animal
the
again
shouldered
then
Consideration.
I must see whether It develops a story
with perspicacity to know thut Paulo,
had slain for the nuptial supper and object of his newborn admiration.
"What Is your reason for bellowing
nothing Icbs to uouiva
was
cuptive,
his
replied,
with sufficient material In It to make
maiden
the
"Godlva!"
bade Godiva follow him.
nebular hypothesis?" BBked the
than her heart's love. The king wished In thewho
a novel."
Come, my Godlva." he said, "we
Is always seeking Informer
of this man
heart
win
the
to
himself
thy
befitting
And then we began putting the scene
most
name
"Ay!
a
'tis
will away from the cave of the witch
tlon.
na
ins
must
so
he
to
do
And
maiden.
"Thou
king
said.
"on" 1 playing the loading part of
before she CBn fill your ears with more form und face." the
"I don't know that I exactly be
Lady Godlva kingdom of tho handsome huntsman
Oodlva, the shepherd's daughter,
of silly prattle of danger thnt besets art named after the lovely
to lieve In it," replied the scientist "But
learned
already
hud
Godlva
here.
forth
set
through
whom
the
whose story I shall
who, 400 yearB ago, rode
you In the person of the king.
Sn with his heart of stout. after a man has gone to the trouble
Whether this Btory develoied suffof Coventry on a white inva
Through the forest then tney saun market-plucrn,,iiiiinir
his words, he now an of finding out what it Is, It seems
bluck
icient of poetry, romance, adventure
In their love and happiness, till horse, with naught but her
'
tered
shame to contradict it.
of per- iwimicurl tn the assembled company:
and tragedy to make a novel, you who
at last they reached the cottage of tresses to cover her perfection Godlva
Is even greater thun tne
law
The
thee,
I
with
reud shall be the judge.
wnjk
would
son.
Rivarre the shepherd. There Paulo
soys that wnoso Btrmei
ONLY A FEW PIMPLES
In yonder wooded aisles. I would a king. The law
Bet this trophy of the chase on the
away from all profane the king must die. Paulo, the hunta
theo
with
word
Rivarre
Mistress
corridor.
daughter,
Btone
wide
shepherd's
Godlva, the
you, Godiva, to i.i ii n Iiuh struck the king. He must But Many More May Come If Yen
came from the kitchen and Paulo fell ears. Might it please
emerged from the pool in which she
die."
my protection?"
Neglect Them. Try Cutleura Free.
under
hence
venture
In
skinning
deer.
the
pool
to
had been swimming. It was a
cry of a stricken animal
With
the
was
a
king
request
the
from
A
we
have
goodly
shall
viand
"Av! 'tis
the forest glade, and only the eye of
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment are)
Paulo was nettled and fearful- Godiva flung herself on Pnulo alio
at your wedding supper tonight," said
nightingale and thrush and robin had
found a chance to whisper to him:
with rage at the boldmost effective In clearing the skin of
ly
trembled
he
Mistress Rivarre. "The which is due
access to this bathing place of Godlva,
Surely
"Ho brave, my Paulo.
im
pimples, blackheads, redness, roughIn vnlir nklll. aood Paulo, with the ness of the king. Hut rage most
the shepherd's daughter. Just now
escape. And ness, Itching and Irritation as well
In Paulo's breast; for ehmiPB thou shult find to
potent
that
wub
song
Its
crossbow."
censed
nightingale
had
the
freeing the scalp of dandruff, dryness
lint could one huntsman do to ciibck
Just then, too, Itlvarre himself Joined
and It was the turn of the thrush and
who had
king
a
of
and Itching, besides satisfying every
encroachment
morn
his
the
returning
from
group,
she
an
the robin to entertain Godlva
Reveals." the
fifty
Brew
tne
archers
full
want of the toilet and nursery.
call
Now
What
and
beck
on
"See
his
at
nocK
of
keepers
his
ing visit to the
emerged from her morning ablutions.
wus
No,
Paulo
Sample each free by mall with Book.
varlets.
sundry
nnd
the plains.
For Just now the sun of three hundred
Interior they could
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. T,
Paulo." he called to his future obliged to view in passive rage the
Hall,
years agnne was rising over the king- eriioiis, Hhudderous
Adv.
Boston. Sold everywhere.
see the witch hobbling about a lire
"Welcome to the house oi going of Godlva und IiIb majesty Into
dom of Urania.
over which, by means of a rude tripod Itlvarre, even though this day you are the forest, the going of Ills dear love
from
rose
newborn
Kven as Venus
The Kind.
a kettle was Buspended. So to filch my dearest possession.
Yet with the king against whose evil heart
wave of the sea, so of sticks,
the
politicians are looking In the
upon her work at
Hugar, the
"The
Hagar
by
wns
warned
Intent
been
more
they
had
none
of
I
know
In
Urania
all
now came the lovely flodiva from the
campaign burrel and licking their
the kettle that Bhe failed to hear the worthy of my Godlva. Hot hearken! witch.
limpid pool In the forest of tlrunla
away
chops."
and the light- slipped
without
Godiva
of
Paulo
Nevertheless,
titter
comes?"
dripping, flushed, blushing, vigorous,
Godiva What
"That's because they're pork chops.
of Paulo.
and daughter had al from the rottngn unobserved uy me
mother
bank hearted laughter
The
happy. On the
und threw It Into ready disappeared within the cottage klna's men who loitered there awaiting
up
a
stick
caught
GiMlva threw on her frock of white
stick fell at the reel to set to work in earnest on the prepa their sire s return.
And through me
and held to the cave. The
homospun,
Hagar the witch and attracted thus
slyly and silently crept in
of
supper,
I'nulo
at
wedding
forest
the
for
of
cotton
by
rations
cords
figure
her supple
her attention. She peered out and which many guests would gather. And the wake cf Godlva and the king,
that served as a girdle. A Bhake or broke Into a pleased chuckle.
Presently Paulo saw the king stop
now toward the forest the eyeB of
eefl two of her loosened hair that was as
my children!" sho cried.
"Knter.
by
a great oak, with Godlva by his
and
this
traveled
Paulo
Itlvnrrs and
gulden ub the rising sun and tha toi
Paulo be"Thou art always welcome."
is what they beheld: A cavalcade led aide. And more than this
let of Godlva was made.
entered the cave and by one on a horso so rlctiiy capari held. He saw the king suddenly take
lovers
The
If your roofing is not guaranThrough the forest aisles she sped
viewed without shudder the hideous
or the form of Godlva In his arms and,
teed by a responsible company
now till bIib reached a cottage that paraphernalia of witchery with which. soned and riding so far In advance
valiantly
struggled
though the maiden
won run the risk of finding
stood In the shadow of great ohkh and In many visits to this home of llagar, the others bb to bespeak exalted rank
niujes-tIlls
And behind the exalted one came against the king's advances.
willnwe and cIiiih, and facing the
out its defects after it is ona
Illack
burning
familiarised.
thev had become
again and again p.essed
eciuerries nnu arcners nui uumuu.,.
plain whereon grazed her
the roof. It coiU no more to
lips
of
blood-recnttt there were, with eyes like glow .mil
upon
the
ana
kisses
huntsmen
and
courtiers
written guarantee with the beet r
sheep. Far down the plain Go lng embers. And skulls of men und
"The Man Paulo Must Die."
many
Godlva.
carrying
sponsibUitr behind It
diva could see the hillocks where the women. And parrots that croaked menials, the latter
The lover lives not. then nor now, when thou art free, fly to the cave oi
young Bhepherda. Illelito and Machere, must horribly. And snakes that kept carcass of deer Blnin in the hunt.
a pack who Inactively can behold such dese- Hagar. the witch. I will meet the
assistant to Kivarre, the father of their distance yet were none too pleas- Through the picture, too, bolted master
Paulo dashed
cration of his
though
the
then
Just
hounds,
of
night
by
there and we will ny togemer uuu mi
flock
the
watched
Godlva,
lng to the eyo In their writhlngs.
king by the mountains."
the
seined
re
and
forward
horn
for
his
Bounded
pack
of
the
flock
Godlva
beyond
the
and day. And
llugnr was In np
It
ground.
And as for Hagar
obediently throut and felled him to the
Godlva then turned to the king and
now could Bee the frowning, battle pearance Just such a witch us rtdes treat, nnd the hounds
to bay was but the natural reeource of the beseeched him to bestow mercy upoc
nietited walls of the royal palace, the upon a broom. She wore a high peaked checked their bolting and came
Then straight to the shepherd's cot outraged lover who had witnessed the her I'uulo. Hut the king only repliufl
home of King Leofrlc and Queen I nil cap and her garments were more rugtage
came the exalted one on the rich outraging of his dear love. Hut Paulo iu mockery of pity:
oer iMdlnr product I twmiteed S ,0'
t'inen of I'ranlu.
10
ged thun those of the bPggnrs In the
nn r
for
accompanied by had struck the sacred person of the
"A maiden in distress Is ever a
1jo run lit Inwrr priced ruo6n.
W
Ileynnd the palace, as (lodivn could market place of the capital or l ratna y caparisoned horse,
Including one at- - king. And he knew full well Hint ins Bight for the gods. Chlvulry luck l
hins'f". boildlna paprm.mU
ones
mtfncrd
chosen
few
late
a
gilding
now
mln
the
see, the sun wns
r
painu. puhmh w
boarai,
Her hands were eklnny and clawlike lived as court JeBter.
would be deemed a crime and that not, but the law Is greater even thur.
act
.
Amnm9
titf nrorinct tfincle DT 01
monastery
.t.
of St. Francis.
arets of the
nd her hair framed her face In elfish
die."
must
good man, said the ex now wns the moment of the beginning ehlvalrv.
Paulo
met,
mun
tunable
re
U price sod we tend
The
Well
ra
Th
And as Godlva viewed the monastic abandon
Uicm.
behind
Ann of his life's tragedy.
b orders, tne arcn
alted one, addressing Rivarre.
And. nt the king
..
.
pile beyond the king's palace an ex.
some
adding
Hagar.
nM.
In
cried
Heboid!"
"Fly. my Pnulo!" cried Godlva
General Roofing Manofactnrini Co.
In the forest to
ers now druggea ruuio uwuy. i
cited, eager light of jny came Into her rose leaves to the herbs already ubrew thou seemeBt here
urgef,
"Runaway!
she
swept
great
hit
plenty
alarm.
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Busby's Minstrels Made a
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Real Estate
Fire Insurance
Deeded Lands
Surety Bonds
Rentals

BANK

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Land Business a Specialty.
Conveyances of all kinds.
Taxes paid and records examined for non resident
Notary Public in Office.
owners.
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Money! Money!!
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Depository
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See the Curren Agency for
Best old line Insurance.
Now
located in the Antlers building.
Phone 32.

LAND LAWYER

See us at once!

If you expect difficulty

The
Union Mortgage Co.
V

See the Curren Agency in
the Antler Hotel building for
Fire Insurance. They are representing some of the largest
and best companies.
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Government
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Clovis,
New Mexico

Dr. J. B.Westerfield
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HE

in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work
a specialty. Tw j years
Register of U. S. Land

Eight years experience as U. S. Commissioner.
Office.

CLOVIS,

NEW MEXICO

nterscholastic Meet
Albuquerque, N. M.
April

23-2- 4,

1915.

For the above occasion, the Santa Fe will have tickets
on sale April 21 to 24 inclusive.
Clovis to Albuquerque and return at rate of $14.40 for
the round trip. Final return limit April 2Tth.. 1915.

L. R. CONARTY,

Agent.

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...
CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.
First Class Work.
112

1--

2

South Main St.

Hot and Cold I laths
Clovis, New Mexico.

LEE HAZELWOOD
DRAY AM) TRANSFER LINK
The Oldest Established Transfer Line in Clovis

Down Town Phone 123

Residence Phone 321

PLOWING!

PLOWING!

Have 16 good teams and am now ready to do that plowing
while the ground is in shape for it. Will do any kind of
surface work, such as listing, grading, making surface
tanks, etc. Prices reasonable.
TOA1 REAGAN.

i

Osteopath

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co,
UOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

1-- 2

A. Dickman,

....

Walker's Market

'

i

:1.Si

AK5-M1.-

FIRST CLASS WORKMEN

HOT AND COLD BATHS

The Sanitary Barber Shop
Shorett & Petitfils, Props.
WE

SANITARY

G

DO

THE A. T.

-

-

-

& S.

F. HOSPITAL WOKK

ALL THAT THE NAME IMPLIES

V. STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manages Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone 11.

Night Phono 38.

CLOVIS BUSINESS DIRECTORY AND RAILROAD TIME TABLE
Mason's
Confectionery

TRAINS
TIME

MOUNTAIN

EAST BOUND
No. 22 Chicago Flyer
Arriva 7:10 A. M.
No.

Ill

Leave 7: A. H.
Leave 3:10 P. M.

K. C. Expreei
LUBltOCK

No. 021 South from
No. vet
Uuily

CUT-OF- F

Et Arrive

Leave

7:15
7:36

A. H.
A. M.

I

.

Cold Drinks,
The Best Hotel in the City.
Ice Cream,
Good Meals,
Fresh fruits, Good Rooms,
Prices
Reasonable.
Choice Candies
Main St.

Phone

West Grand Ave.
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Get Ready for the 1910 Cam
paign by Subscribing for

The Clovis News
-

Lumber, Lime, Cement
All Building Material

Book and Job Printing

4.

Phone 23.
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Oldest Established.
Largest Circulation.
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COMBINE

BEEKEEPING

AND

MAKES

HORTICULTURE

SAFETY

FOR

AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF TRAINS
NOW POSSIBLE.

FEWER

ACCIDENTS

ON

LINE

Safety First Campaign Has Had Most
Gratifying Results on Western
Railroad.

luTjilliiiiiii

Safety first Is not a question of dollars and cents; It Is a question of saving human life, the most valuable
Invention of Chicago Man Seems to Bs
thing In the world, which, when once
Idea of Railroathe
gone, can never be brought back. It
dersTests Have Proved Its
is trying to save men from losing their How Income Tax Law Hits Members of Congress
Efficiency.
legs and their arms, which never can
be put back. It is trying to save the
There Isn't the slightest doubt thut If the laBt congress
As a result of 20 years' effort auto- making of widows and orphans, desti- FJASHINGTON.
matic control of railroad trains Is a tution and misery. Neither the officers Iff bad it all to do over again it would nail fast a provision to the Income
exfact. For a decade railroad operators, nor the laws can do It. But the work- tax law allowing senators and representatives to deduct their election
penses from their Income in making
engineers and Inventors have studied, men can do it if they try.
mi iiw.lr income tax returns. Mem
stewed snd dreamed over some deThe following statement shows the
HAVE
,MlKT
. .
,1
bers of congress have awakened
vice or system that would control the reduction In number of accidents on
fact that they must allow the
movements of trains Independently
the Chicago ft Northwestern railroad
is
y
ts'tS tL' whc N I MAD
ct
at arms of both houses to
years ending Def
of human agency.
It was realized for four and
TrlATlAVV
the income tax in advance from
that there must be some exterior me- cember 31, 1914, as compared with
I I I
congressional salaries without taking
f
years on same basis
chanical hand to say yes or no, or four and
campaign expenses Into consideration.
lives of Innocent people, people who as year ending June 30, 1910, before the
Thus there are several congressmen
paid to be safely transported, would safety first committees were organwho have paid out large amounts to
ized:
continue to be sacrlSced.
who must still pay
be
One hundred
and seventy-threFrom the crude
of
taxes on the money they spent.
railroading of 25 years ago the system fewer employees killed, a decrease of
The Income tax division ot the In
has changed until now transportation 35.3 per cent.
Ten thousand, six hundred and ternal revenue bureau will not give help: It has ruled that campaign expenses
Is a science and in many ways pracfewer employees Injured, are personal, and are, therefore, returnable as a part of net Income and subtically perfect. Formerly the men be- seventy-onject to the tax.
tween our cars turned hand brakes to a decrease of 27.3 per cent.
fewer
This decision, it Is said at the treasury, might be altered If congressmen
Nine hundred and sixty-onstop trains.
A big brain assembled
air in rubber pipes and called it an passengers Injured, a decrease of 22.8 appealed to the secretary of the treasury and could show a basis for an Interpretation of the law more favorable to their desires and pocketbooks.
air brake.
This marked an era, a per cent.
Congressmen, It Is explained, have hesitated to take this course for two
Two hundred and ten fewer outsidnew deal under which trains operating
ers killed, a decrease of 19.4 per cent reasons; first, because such an argument has been difficult to Invent, and
fewer second, because It might prove embarrassing to any congressman adopting
Two hundred and twenty-eigh- t
outsiders Injured, a decrease of 8.2 per such a course. The treasury department officials hint that a decision facent.
vorable to congressmen might alBo put the secretary of the treasury In a bad
Mileage June 30, 1910, 7,953.
light.
It remains now for some congressman bolder than his fellows to IntroMileage December 81, 1914, 8,4:13.
The Northwestern railroad operates duce an amendment to the income tax law allowing campaign expenses to be
In nine states, with a mileage of 8.4J3 deducted from net congressional Incomes. In the house. It Is learned, those
miles; the safety first work was com- responsible for the Income tax law have steadily opposed any such change.
"In reply to your verbal Inquiry," says the nearly stereotyped reply of
menced in May, 1910, and there are
now over nine hundred men serving on the Income tax division to the many applicants for information, "you
that the expenses Incurred by a member of congress In conducting
the division, terminal, shop, local and
are regarded by this office as purely personal in
The best a campaign for
central safety committees.
evidence of the effectiveness of the character, and, therefore, not dcductable In a return of your Income under
work done by the men serving on the provisions of the income tnx law,"
The treasury will not divulge the names of the thrifty legislators who
these safety committees Is shown in
the following statement of reduction have telephoned and written letters on this Bubject, but It is a matter of wide
In accidents for the six months ending comment and gossip at the capltol; so the treasury ruling has been spread,
,
December 31, 1914, as compared with about from one congressman to another.
the same six months In 1909, before
Long-Soug-
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Imperfect Pollination.

Perfect Pollination.
(By DH. J.

o

Tennessee.)

Outside of the beekeeping world the
great majority of people think that
the only benefit humanity receives
front bees Is the production of honey
and wax. It Is not generally known
or ever understood that bees were
creatcu not bo much for the purpose
of gathering the delicious sweet for
mankind, as for carrying the pollen
grains from one flower to another, so
that these niny bear fruit and seed.
The renl economical value of the bees
is to bo found in the work of fertll-telnseed and
and
plants so valuable to
man: the honey and wax Is secondary.
The pollination or fertilization of
plants Is brought about In two ways;
first, by tho wind; second, by Insects,
riants whose flowers are small and
Inconspicuous, ns the willows, pines,
oaks and birches, have very light and
dry pollen, which in favorable
weather may he blown about and pollinate many flowers, but often the
wind Is Ineffective on account of the
pollens being sticky by reason of
moisture In the air In the form of
rain, heavy dew or fog. Most of the
"
flowers, however, are not of the
type and reiulre some other
agents than the wind to carry the
pollen, and these agents are the Insects.
Insects go from flower to
flower gathering pollen or nectar for
food, and In crawling-ove- r
the stamens and pistils they get their little
bodies covered with the pollen grains
and easily, effectively transfer them to
the stlgmus of other blossoms, resulting also In the
that
nature demandH. Observation and experiments teach that without Insects
there Is but little pollination and without pollination the blossoms with their
pistils wither and din without fruitage.
Investigations made In Germany
show that out of 6.231 visits of Insects to flowers, .1,481 were made by
honey bees.
The bees need protein as well as
g

fruit-bearin-

"wind-bearing-

the proper time; but it is a very simple matter to carry In colonies of bees
to Insure a crop, If the weather Is fit
for the bees to fly. Many orchard-lst- s
realise this, and keep bees solely
for the benefits derived from
of the fruit blossoms."
Mr. Mclntyre at the California State
Fruit Growers' association said: "A
man In this state who started Into
fruit growing several years ago, lo
cated thirty-flvmiles from any fruitgrowing Bectlon, or where any bees
were located. The first year that his
trees blossomed the result was a com
plete failure. He was advised to procure some bees to aid in the fertilization of the blossoms. Ho did so, and
since then bis orchard has been wonderfully productive."
n

e

Mr. C. J. Rerry of Tulare county,
Cat., whose fruit orchard contains over
400 acres, says: "Bees and fruit go
together. I can't raise fruit without
bees. I have bees all about my big
orchard. Two years In succession I
have put netting over some limbs of
trees; and, while they blossomed all
light, nary fruit; while on the same
tree, where limbs were exposed to the
aid of bees, plenty of fruit."
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One of Most Important Vegetable
Crops Grown Plant Favors
Cool

Weather.

(By JOHN W. LLOYD, Illinois College.)
The onion Is one of the most Important vegetable crops grown In the

United States. It Is used In both the
Immature and mature stages, and can
be found In all large markets In one or
both forms throughout the entire year.
Its adaptability to storage In the mature state enhances Its value as a sU- -

English

Sparrows

Are

Still

Considered

Aliens

under the supervision and Inspiration
with the aid of bird lovers and enIn our statistics every case Is count- thusiasts throughout the United States no consideration was paid to that
ed where the injured person loses one bird which In popular parlance Is
called the English sparrow. It might
day's time or more.
seem that enough generations of this
bird have come into being and have SEE WHY
NEW DOOR FOR GRAIN CARS paused away In the United States to TUfV
,
It
inn i Ltn
have It looked upon as naturalized,
Anatol Gollos.
OF
OUT
InvenMany Advantages Claimed for
but still people Interested in birds ME
tion Which Is 8hortly to Be Put
continue to look upon this species ot
THF BIRO
at any speed could be stopped In a
on the Market.
the sparrow as aliens. In the census
CENSUS
comparatively short distance. It also
enumeration the numerous sparrows
meant easier and moro comfortable
to grain curs marked as native species were taken
Invention
The
relates
traveling, as It became possible to stop used for transporting grains of vary- Into account. It may be
one
trains at stations euslly. Then came ing kinds. Among the advantages of reason for the evident slightthatto the
ventilators, screens for windows and this Invention are: 1. To simply use English sparrow was becauso of the difficulty of making a census of him and
the automatic couplor to save the lives the threshold plate or toepinte (which
her or them.
of employees.
is on every carl us a sure and efficient
The estimnte renched by the department of agriculture was that our
It is a matter of ancient record that grain release. 2. It docs not matter In native field bird population Is something over two billions, exclusive of sparevery new thing, regardless of merit, which way the door above the plate is rows, or about one thousand to the squnro mile of land not planted to crops.
Is treated lightly, not only by surface adjusted, as It Is bound to come out The most numerous of these birds were the robins, estimated as averaging
thinkers, but by men of broad caliber. Intact when the pressure of the grain fifty pairs to the square mile cast of the Mississippi river. The highest
It seems natural to look at innova- is taken from behind it on lettlug the average of field blrdB, seven pairs to the acre, was reported In the sub'irban
tions this way, or, rather, It would
plate down. There Is no excuse what- area of the District of Columbia, and tho lowest estimate wss one pair for
that few persons aro big enough ever to destroy the door. 3. It places every three acres In Montana, tho forest birds being much less numerous
to see ahead. Along with the autothan the birds which dwell In open Innds.
matic coupler, or a little ahead of It,
The history of the English sparrow In Washington goes back to 1872, In
arrived the signal system, manual and
which year, under the supervision of Col. O. E. Ilabcock, In charge of publlo
keep
operated
to
This
automatic.
buildings and grounds, about one hundred pairs of these birds were purtrains apart, if the engine drivers
chased and set free In the parks of Washington.
could see the signal. Right here came
the demand for something that would
keep the train apart when the locoLegal Education Is
!
motive driver failed to Bee the signals.
Is paramount In Washington and court vernacular Is
Railroad managers said that autoLEGAL education
There are many clerks here who take a law course In college as a
matic control of trains or stops was
j
i
diversion, and more lawyers are graduated per capita In the national capital
desirable, but smiled when asked If
than In any other city In the country.
it were possible. This Attitude of
The law course is especially attracIhe railroad men resulted lu congress
iNWJUDcnttirj
tive beeuuse the distinguished memappointing a board of engineers to
Grain Car Door.
bers of the Supreme court deliver
CURA.WJR
look Into the question of automatic
lectures from time to time. Justice
ANSWER
control of trains and signals. This In the hunds of the railroad companies
Ilrewer and Justice Harlan were very
board was known as the Automatic a means of release In permanent conMUJTBF
popular with their law classes, and
Signal and Train Control board and nection with their cars which puts
legal education Is so prevalent that
reported to the Interstate Commerce them in a position to demand dumages
AO
oven In drawing-rooconversation
for any injury to their doorB in the
commission.
young Indies cautiously slate, "In my
The commission is now conducting process of unloading grain. It is easJudgment
this procedure should be so
search for a device that ier to let down the plate than to break
a nation-widand bo," or "Whereas the parties dif
will make derailment, collisions and through the door. Sclentilic Ameriered, tho facts were set forth In this
wrecks Impossible, and to Anatol Gol- can.
manner," and the young swain Insists on her direct answer "Yea or no"
los, a Chlcugoau, has fallen the honor
when the proposal of marriage Is made, leap year or otherwise. At a quick
Country of Few Tunnels.
of being the first Inventor in the counlunch you may hear the expression, "(live me a potato, or potatoes, with
try to procure an official investigation,
Although there are 1,0110 miles of peelings attached thereto." "In detail state to the best of your knowledge
the reward coming after three years railroud lines in Uruguay, there Is but and belief the component parts or the hash as set forth." When a lawyei
of work on the automatic train control one tunnel In the entire country. It was reads a document the lines aro perused by words, differentiating
the various
and recorder. Tests are made by the bored more for the purpose of pre- shades of meaning with all the adjectives known
attached, so that there may
government only after the prelimiventing excessive curves than to avoid not be any loopholes for an extra word. Many a student dreams of the
nary inquiry has shown that the de- unusual engineering difficulties. The
time when he may cotno back to the capital a full Hedged lawmaker. Insist
vice Is practical.
relatively flat nature of the country Ing with the confidence and exuberance of youth that he can make better
Invention
building
expensive
railway
Gollos'
less
Mr.
of
makes
The tests
laws than those over which he waa compelled to pore while a student In
are being made on the main branch than In other South American coun- Washington not to except Itlackstone or any other authorities cited. NaQuincy
of the Chicago, Burlington ft
tries.
tional Magazine.
railroad, under the personal supervision of H. J. Lyon, Inspector of
Shows Danger In Wood Fires.
safety appliances for the commission,
All Original
Monticello
A small railroad operating an oil
and will cover a period of six mouths. burning locomotive on the Tahoe naThe results of the tests already tional forest, California, had a breakJEFFERSON M. LEVY of New York Is entitled to s
made have proved eminently satisfac- down and burned wood Instead of oil REPRESENTATIVE his preservation of Monticello, the revolutionary hom
In one Instance a passenger for one day. On this day fifteen fires of Jefferson, which perches high on
tory.
the side ot the mountain overlooking
train was placed 000 feet from tho started along the right of way. Dur- Charlottesville and the University of
block containing the third rail. The ing the preceding year, only one fire Virginia.
test train came along at 40 miles an occurred near the railroad.
There is one feature of Monticello
hour and was stopped by the automatwhich has so far escaped most narof
ic device 300 feet from the end
rators, and that Is that under the
Takes Muscle to Drive Big Cars.
the passenger train.
a car house, which crowns a high knob on
remember
that
to
Is
well
It
The Gollos automatic train stop de- with great weight and long wheel base the western side of the mountain, is
vice consists of a charged third rail, requires much strength. Judgment and a subterranean passage through which,
about one hundred feet long, placed carefulness to drive It safely. Its it Is said, Jefferson escaped once
at every block. The energized track great momentum when In motion calls when the Hrltlsh cavalry officer Tarle-to- n
comes into contact with the shoe fastraided that section.
for foresight; Its weight makes It
ened on the fender of the engine which needful to keep out of sort places and
The grave of the author of the
is susceptible to the slightest Influ- deep ruts.
Declaration ot Independence Is at
ence. If there Is another train within
Monticello, but the spot Is still owned by the descendants of Jefferson, as
a radius of one mile and a bulf. If
stipulation was made In the sale. Mr, Levy's affection for the place
that
Bearings.
Replacing Bail
there Is a break In the track, or anyand his wealth have restored to the plantation all of Its original land belongWhen ball bearings become worn it ings, ao that now the estate comprises 736 acres, the farm Just as It was
thing wrong at all, warning is given
to the engineer by a shrill whistle is not always necessary to have com- owned by Jefferson.
placed near his seat If he does not plete new bearings Installed. The old
The house stands almost an exact duplicate of what It waa 100 years
slow down his train at this warning, ones can be repaired and be almost as ago, the. colonial furniture being reproduced when the original could not be
by
set. good as new. Thia can be done
the air brakes automatically
found, but moBt of the things, especially those of great value, were those
This air is applied quickly, but in a turning up the ball braces and using
sell by Jefferson,
larger balls of proper size.
way that stops the train gradually.
..
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Imperfect Pollination.

Perfect Pollination.
carbohydrates to make a
ration for the young growing Insects.
The honey, which contains the saccharin or carbohydrates, is stored In
large quantities, but the pollen, which
contains the protein material, Is not
stored In any appreciable quantity; It
is practically gathered from day to
day. Naturo thus compels the bees to
use every opportunity to gather pollen
for the maintenance of the colony
and thereby Infor
ducing them to pollinate the blossoms,
which would otherwise be unproductive.
Doctor Fletcher, In a paper read before the Ontario Association of
Bald: "It can be shown that,
owing to Its size, weight and habits,
no Insect Is so well calculated to Insure the fertilization of fruit blossoms as the honey bee. which flies
rapidly from plant to plant, and, by
running over the (lowers In search of
pollen or nectar, brushes off the pollen
and carries this vitalizing element
on the hairs of its body to the next
flower visited. It will bo found that
not only are flowers absolutely necessary to bees, as the source of their
food nectar and pollen but that bees
and other Inserts are no less necessary to most flowers, so that their
perpetuation may ! secured.
"This fact should bo recognized by
the fruit grower above all others; for
were It not for Inserts, and particularly for the honey hoe, his crop of fruits
would be fur less than It Is every
year, and even In some ruses he would
get no fruit at all.
"Failure In the fruit enp is more
often due, I think, to dull or damp
weather at the time of blossoming,
which prevents inserts from working
actively In the flowers, than to any
other cause."
"While the
Doctor Phillips says:
honey bee Is, perhaps, not better
equipped thnn other Inserts, eporial-lother bees, for carrying pollen,
there Is one respect In whlrh it outranks all others as a valuable asset
to the fruit grower. We are not able
to propagate other insects in quantity, and Introduce them to orchards at
y

pie product.
Its relatively Imperishable nature also adapts it to long distance shipment, rough handling, and
keeping for a considerable time even
It Is
under unfavorable conditions.
thus an Important article of food lu
mining,
construction and lumber
camps, and other places remote from
sources of food supply. It Is also used
extensively on the tables of all classes
of people, and its use is rapidly Increasing.
The former aversion to
onions on account fo their offensive
odor Is being overcome as the knowly
edge of their healtbfulness and
Increases. Whether raw or
cooked, alone or in combination,
onions are appetizing and healthful.
Onions grow best In relatively cool
weather and require an abundance of
moisture during their early stages of
growth. However, they will stand considerable heal after they have made a
good start, and ripen better If the
weather Is relatively dry at the time
they mature. This makes them an Important crop in central and northern
latitudes, where the weather of spring
Is cool and moist, and a dry period
normally occurs In August or In early
September However, the season must
be sufficiently long for the onions to
mature before the autumn rains set In,
or they are likely never to ripe properly. Unless properly ripened, onions
will not keep. For northern localities
it Is sometimes necessary to use only
the earlier maturing varieties.
The above statements refer to the
growing of ripe onions. Oreen onions
reach edible size In a comparatively
short time, and can he grown during
the normally cool and moist weather
of early spring In central snd northern
latitudes. As a commercial t rop, they
are of minor Importance compared
with ripe onions.
palat-ablllt-

Why Many Fall.
Many fall In the farm business because tbey never adopt new methods
and never get out of the old nits.

Secret of Poultry Success.
Something to sell the year around is
the secret of success with poultry.
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eminent physician
lays down these simple rules for better
An

COATS

Senator Norrls of Nebraska never
yjrearg a
coat, lie bates

sir

long-taile-

long-taile-

coats.

One day be was

asked why and he told this story:
When he attended college years
ago at Raldwln university, In lierea,
O., Norrls and a little crowd of students one night conceived a merry
prank. On the college campus was a
towerlike building on which some repairs were being made. A large
quantity of old lumber was piled up
on the top of the tower. The student
comedians thought It would be pretty
rich to shove this lumber right over
the edge and hear It hit the ground

health:
1. Drink lots of water. 2. Eat slowly. 3. Chew your
food well. 4. Have plenty of chewing gum on hand. Use
it shortly after meals and chew until the "full" feeling

disappears.
Be sure of the Perfect Gum in the Perfect Package
clean, kept clean, scaled against all impurities:

below.
They crawled Into the building
through a window. Two or three of
the students wore cutaway coats,
which were considered the snappy
thing for 'varsity men In those days,
but they got through the window all
right, and with their combined
strength were able to heave over
board the pile of old lumber. The lumber was to be taken down, anyhow, so
why not do it all at once and have a little noise and excitement?
That
reasoning might have been all right except that the students neglected to
take Into account that the tower was wider at the bottom than at the top.
The lumber scraped along the side as it tell, and smashed every window in
its path.
That being the case the students hastened home without needleBS delay,
The next morning the prankish lads filed into chapel, each looking as Innocent as a bunch of KaBter curd cherubs. Seemingly, there was no possible
way they could be found out and they walked about with light hearts.
Hut when they were going out from the chapel exercises, the president
of the college motioned to young Norris, and bade him come in his office.
"Now, Norris," said the president, in an annoying
tone, "who all were with you In this eHcapade last night? Tell me the wholo
truth, and you'll all get off easily; otherwise well, you'd better tell me the
truth." So Norrls did.
It wasn't till the end of the year that he knew how the president
sleuthed bim out bo readily. On the closing day of college, the president
button.
handed him a little
"I think," says he, "this will fit the back of your cutaway coat. Next
time bo more careful about going through windows when you have on a coat
trimmed with buttons."
"And so you know," says Norris, "why I bave hated routs with buttons
over the tails ever since."
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The Wrigley Spearmen want to
help you remember these beneg
aids to teeth,
ficial,
breath, appetite and digestion.
So they have done all the old
long-lastin-

A

Mother Goose " stunts " to the
" tune " of the new Wrigley
jingles. Their book is
in four colors. It's free. Send
for your copy today. Address
28-pag-
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HE KNEW ABOUT THE TWINS
Argument en Suffrage-Twwomen were having a ladylike
argument on suffrage in a New York
street car, "I'm not so
as to InslBt that our only place is in
the home, but " said the blonde.
Well?" asked the brunette, with bat
tle In her dark eyes. "Couldn't wo
save all this trouble and fuss by Just
leaving things as they are? Why can't
we go on letting the men represent usT
They do tbe very best they can, and
everyone I know has a man some
where or other In the family." The
brunette's voice was calm, but firm.
Jack Is a Republican and I am a
Democrat How can be represent me,
when he can cast only one vote?" she
inquired sternly. For a few minutes
the little blonde sat very silent. Then
she spoke. "Why, I never thought of
that before. If you have a mlsropre-sentatlvmnn In the family, I suppose
you do need the vote." Her voice sank
in a whisper. "Put please don't say I
said so."
o

One day President Cleveland sent
for John Harrett, now director of the
bureau of American republics, and
said:
Mr. Unrrett, I am looking for
some young man who is not afraid of
bard work, and who wants to make n
reputation for himself, to go as minister to Slam, to settle the claim of
Dr. M. A. Cheek Involving several
million dollars, and also Involving
some delicate matters In connection
with the interpretation of our treaties
with oriental countries. This particular case is one of the most important
we now have In the Orient. Will yoii
accept the position as minister to
Slam? Hut first, what do you know
about Sinm?"
Mr.
Harrett couldn't remember
whether Blum was in Asia or Africa,
but a little thing like this didn't
bother him, so ho said: "Mr. President, I know ail about Slam."
"Well, what do you know about
Slam?" said Mr. Cleveland. Mr. Iturrett was stumped for a second, and then
said: "Wny, Slain Is the country that produced the famous Siamese twins."
Mr. Cleveland, with a twinkle In his eye, arose gravely and said, as he
Mhook hand's with Mr. Ilorrett: "Mr Harrett, I am happy, Indeed, to get hold
of a man with such profound knowledge and abundant Information about
8iam. As a matter of fact, 1 am glad you know nothing about it, as you will
not be prejudiced one way or the other In regard to the questions to be

GET TO KNOW YOUR

GOODS

Method by Which Ons Man "Made
Good" May Be Recommended to
All 8alesmen.

Almost as Bad.
Chump Were you ever at an after
noon tea?
Young Man Made Wager Which It
G rump No, but once I was In a
Was Almost Impossible for
place where sixteen phonograph
Him to Lose.
played simultaneously. Harvard Lam.
poou.
There was no sound except tbe faint
and regular tick of a watch. OtherReflections.
wise silence and gloom pervaded the
"Have you ever thought seriously at
elegantly furnished drawing-room- .
marriage, sir?"
In one chnlr sat a beautiful girl,
"Indeed I have; ever since the cereher Hps tightly closed, ber eyes star- mony."
every
ing straight before her and her
muscle tense with a powerful effort
Make the laundremi happy that's Ret
In another sat a Crone ling lllue. Make beautiful,
of
la
young man whose face expressed se- white clothes. All good grocers. Adv.
riousness but confidence. In his hand
Every man is capable of doing hi
he hold an open watch which he observed closely, only raising his eyes best and lie should always do It.
j
now and then to glance at the beautiful girl, who seemed to be In such
agony.
Five seconds, ten. fifteen, twenty
A bad back innkea a day's work twice
The position of
seconds passed.
at hard. Backache uiually comes from
neither the young mnn nor beautiful
weak kidneya, and if headaches,
girl had changed.
or urinary disorders are added,
don't wait get help before dropiy,
Suddenly her eyes gleamed with a
gravel or Hriuht's diaeaae set in. Doan's
wild light: she clasped her hands conKidney Pills have brought new life and
vulsively, and
ne.v atrength to thousands of-- working
"I must speak!" burst from her
mi'n and women. Used and recommendbloodless Hps.
ed tbe world over.
"Twenty-fou- r
seconds," said the
Case
young mnn, as he closed the watch
fmy rum lift)
McCarthy,
M. J
and put It back Into his pocket. "Tou
Front St., Poet Ofllce
lose the pair of gloves by exactly six
Inx No. 766, Rawlins.
seconds."
Wyo.,
says: "My
back was so lam
He had bet on a sure thing.
and oalnful that I
was all stooped over
An Unfit Companion.
put
and often had-tmy hands on the
Mrs. Atherton had tried to Impress
my
mail
of
back
for
upon her young 6c,n. Kigene, that he
roller. Constant Jarshould piny only with good boys.
ring; while railroading,
no doubt,
"Mother," said Eugene, as he came
brought on the trouin one day, "you don't want me to
ble. Finally I uaed
piny with wicked boys, do you?"
I loan's Kidney Pills
,
and they fixed m. up
"No. indeed," said the mother,
nave Been iaia up u
I
i mhl.
would
nil
plensed flint her son had remembered
It were not for this medicine."
her teachings.
C.I Dw'i at A.r Sloe. SO. a Bn
"Well, If one little boy kicks another little boy. Isn't It wicked for blm
CO, BUFFALO, N. Y.
to kick him back?"
"Yes, indeed, It Is certainly very
wicked," was the mother's reply.
"Then I don't play with Richard
Whitney any more," sold Eugene:
"no's too wicked. I kicked him this
morning, and he kicked me back."
That's Why You're Tired Out of Sort
Have No Appetite.
Crooked Dipper Saves Life.
Charles (Use, a building contractor CARTER'S LinLE
of York, l'a., resorted to a novel I IVFR PUIS
method to save himself from choking will put you right
sCARTERSl
to death when a piece of meat lodged in a icw oaysy
IIITTLE
In his throat. Realizing that he would
They doyT
JT
I II PILiS.
-- s,
choke before a physician could ar- their duty.
rive, Gise grasped a dipp 'f with a Cure Con
curved handle and dislodged the Im- stioation.
pediment, but lacerated his throat Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headach
SMALL TILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
considerably.
Genuine must bear Signature
His Practice.
"The lumber man your district sent
to congress ought to have an easy
time getting his bills passed."
10SSES SURRY PREVENTED
"Why so?"
tv Ctittw'B lathtof Pint.
"Because he knows all about log- BLACK pnro. rrwn, rtUW;
prrfma
rtssiivrii tuuczniii
rolling."
talL
wlhtr wauMlrtM
REALLY

NOT

A

FAIR

BET

Inqulsitivenoss is not generally regarded as an admirable trait. Yet
when lnquisltlveness la properly directed, tt is one of the most useful
habits of mind. A story illustrating
this point is told by John J. Arnold,
of the First National
bank of Chicago. In a talk to employees of the members of the Chicago Association of Commerce he related the experience of a young man
he had known as a boy in a wholesale
house In Chicago, where the latter
started his career as a helper to a
nalesman.
"He got hold of certain classes of
goods," Mr. Arnold said. "The nnmes
appealed to him. He set to work and
studied the history of that particular
fabric. He got the name of the factory. He wrote to the factory In Engand asked for particulars as to
SAVED FROM GRAVE BY land Institution.
He studied that inthe
the otrjer
WONDERFUL REMEDY stitution from one end to fabrics,
ail
and he studied all of the
of the different things that went to
'I feel like It had brought mo from make up that particular piece of
tbe grave."
goods, and in that way he analyzed
Mottled there."
After taking one dose of Mayr'a every piece of goods that came into
Mr. Barrett went to Siam, where he stayed for four years. At the time
Remedy, W. E. Darnett of his hands. He was not satisfied mereyears old, and was the youngest min- Wonderful
of bis appointment he was twenty-siOlon. Colo., found relief from stomach ly to take the goods and hand them
ister plenipotentiary that the United StateB had ever appointed.
trouble of years' standing.
out, but he wanted to know what he
Mr. Harnett's experience is typical was handing out. The result is, toof the experiences of stomach sufferers all over the country. For two day he Is one of the most expert buyyears he bought and tried all kinds of ers In this city, In one of the greatest
TO RULE HONDURAS
Those are the
"cures." He wholesale houses.
medicines and
got Mayr's Wonderful Remedy and things that count. Get down to a
after much hesitation took a dose. study of the Inside workings of tbe
Dr. Alberto Membreno, minister
Results were Immediate. The first thing that you are handling."
WoHhington.
has
in
from Honduras,
dose convincedit always does. Mr.
been deslgnnted as first
Darnett wrote:
Europe Loses Sweet Tooth.
of Honduras to serve as chief
"I cannot sny anything but words of
The girls they left behind them,
executive of that country pending the
praise for your Wonderful Remedy,
the British Tommy, his French colelection of a new president Jununry
after taking one bottle. I had spent league
and bis German enemy went
31, 1916.
all 1 was able to spend for medicine
the
Hertrand.
for two years. Now I feel that your off to the war, suffered a good deal
Francisco
Or.
remedy has brought me from my more than bos been supposed up to
president of
present constitutional
grave."
this tlmo.
the republic of Honduras, decided In
Mayr's Wonderful Remedy gives per
Tho candy export figures from this
obedience to the will of the people
manent results for stomnch, liver and country prove it. Europe curtailed the
to retire from office next .luly 31, six
Intestinal ailments. Wat as much and bean supply of tho United Slates when
months before the expiration of his
whatever you like. No more distress Austria's exports were stopped. Now
presidential term, to cnnblc himself
after eating, pressure of gas In the America has retaliated by reducing
to become a cnndldute for the sucstomach and around tbe heart. Get one
candy sent to the old
ceeding period.
bottle of your druggist now and try It the quantity of
The Hondurnn constitution preon an absolute guarantee if not satis- world.
The first five months of the war
of a president
factory money will be returned. Adv.
vents the
caused a decrease of $153,823 In the
unless he retires six months before
exports from the
value of cund
Thumb-Prin- t
Fantasia.
jfJs term ends.
The Hondiiran congress found it
You seem very much interested In United States, as compared with the
to
same period of the year before The
necessary to elect a
those thumb print records," comment4
value of tho total exports of candy
succeed Doctor Hertrand, and Doctor
ed the man at police headquarters.
Membreno was unanimously elected
'Yes," answered the visitor. "I for the calandor year was $1,185,891.
"primer deslgnado." and accepted.
can't help feeling the greatest curi
A Great Scheme.
He will leave Washington lute in the spring. Doctor Membreno was born osity about bow one of those things
r
years ago, and received bla early education at would sound If you put it on a phonoin Honduras
"How are you going to spend your
Tegucigalpa, the capital and at Guatemala city. Later he bad conferred graph and played it."
summer vacation?"
upon him by the Unlvorslty of Honduras the degree of doctor of laws, was
"I'm going to put It In traveling from
as
law
professor
of
selected
was
subsequently
appointed as a Judge, and
one summer resort to another until I
Reason.
Its
government.
by
the
and procedure lu the university sustained
"This Idea of trying a new play on find a girl worth a million or two who
wants to be loved and married for herThe elevation of Doctor Membreno to the presidency of Honduras Is re- the dog"
self alone."
garded with distinct approval by officials of the state department and the
to get it licked into shape."
"Is
diplomats accredited near this government, particuVfTitm tor hnokief tnit'twUmmiUla,
various
mkmm. BlMhlaa PI It II. M
The statistician is the most success- Nightly coughing and torturing throat- larly those of Central America, who see In hlra not only a man of great
OWII DKPflOIHT WIN. TKIA TOO
Plllf 4.0t
pat. liftal
Hod,
Wawrj
Witak.
Hre
for
Urmilr
tTasi an
figHe
li
respect
fOUlt
law.
the
for
stops
to
lnlvl.M. tm flitlar'a kttaA.
ful of liars, as no one ever
'ta'.ent and learning, but one of moderation and
Oranat.tiMl
urme
Hrlldi;jkmikNo Hm.ninr
nuirKiy relieved nv imni jnenmo-latevn
amateur
njn
onaiiurv
oi
PMM Of DMllrin In wan as
MlV.
ure up his statements.
Cough Dropt 6c at all Druggiats.
not only a diBtlngushed lawyer and diplomat, but also a noted
IiimI
IKauxlj Co
Cbloaeu,
prow TJirwc
Tt. Marin.nnnr. lor
IT linolUlfefl
IS Uliwr
fMtn1OUTTtR LAIOKATORY.
botanist, and has written several Interesting papers on certain phases ol
rtt4v, CtJiftnifc
At the age of thirty a girl begins to
But the man who says nothing selman Is often the only
A
plant life in tbe tropics and in the north temperate ton.
realize that she misses the "Mrs."
W. N.
DENVER, NO.
habit.
dom ba th
on satisfied with tbe Job.
l.
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WE ARE DEPOSITORY FOR THE STATE, COUNTY and A. T. & S. F. R. R. CO.
B

"er

WE WANT YOUR DEPOSITS

THE GLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
"BETTER THAN THE LAW REQUIRES"
DIRECTORS:
ALEX SHIPLEY, Pres., JNO. T. SHIPLEY, Vice Pres., J. C. NELSON, Cafhier, W. O. OLDHAM, A. W. HOCKENHULL, W. H. DUCKWORTH,

Mrs. A. R. Seder and baby reClaud Courier
her turned Thursday from Carlsbad
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Kelly and
where she has been at the bed- Ada Stahl were in Clovis Friday
daughter, Miss May.
side
of her 15 year old brother, night.
LOST, -- P. E. O. pin. -- Finder
Lester Baylosi has accepted a
who is critically ill with Bright's
Silas Lovett from Texico, callleave ac this office. Mrs. H.
position in Mu'eshoe.
Desease.
ed on Miss Doshie Jones Sunday
It. Fike.
John Barry is erecting a new
Bring your hens to Clovis afternoon.
Mr. and T. L. Spears will
residence on Gidding Street.
Creamery
and Produce Co. We
spent
Miss Yulan Roberts
move this week to their old home
Born To Mr. and Mrs. W. K on North Wallace Street.
are paying 10a Cash for nice fat Thursday at Rome.
Shorett, Thursday of last week,
hens.
Mrs. Fred James and little
Osteopathy is the best treata girl.
Born-- To
Mr.
E.
arrived home the first
Earl
Mrs.
and
daughter
rheumament for all kinds of
Born: -- To Mr. and Mrs, L. E. tism.
Forbes. 321 N. Rencher St., of la?t week, after h pi casant
Monday noon,
April 12th a visit at Houston, Texn.
Shaw, an 8 lb boy, Easter SunMiss Carolyn S. Parke, of El
7
pound girl. Mother and
day. April 4th.
Hobart Rork and Miss Fay
Paso. i3 in the city visiting
babe doing nicely.
Marks called on Susie and VerBorn -- To Mr. and Mrs. Will friends.
Mi?s Parke will spend
Cavncy a 7 12 lb son, Fridav. the summer in Albuquerque.
Ogg and Boss Cafe have re- non Jones Sunday afternoon.
is
Cavney
foreman
undergone a sprint; cleanat
cently
the
Mr.
Mrs. C. H. and John Westfall
5 Cans of Baking Powder for ing,
Journal.
which includes repainting called on Mrs. Marks Wednes$1 00, 25c size, at Clovis Feed
and remodeling. They are giv- day.
Consult an Osteopath when Store, J. A. McFarlin, Prop.
good service.
ing
J. L. Moore and Miss Ina
you want information
about
Sunday
returned
Johnson
Otis
spent Friday night in
Works
Osteopathy.
Highest
market price for
California, where they sweet and sour cream. Clo- Clovis.
from
Jewel Compound, 10 lb?, for have been visiting relatives.
Bottling
Mr. Robeats was a Clovis vis
$1.00 cash, at Clovis Fved Store, Mrs. Johnson will remain for vis Ice Cream and
Wednesday night.
Works.
itor
J. A. McFarlin, Prop.
weeks,
Willis
Jones and family spent
There are going to be six hunMrs. A. G. Withers left ThursJeniton Apples $1.50 per box
of
last week on his claim
most
day for San Diego, California, at the Model Grocery. Phone 29. dred and nineteen million bushels
miles
several
southwest, improv-inof winter wheat. It is not estiwhere she will hereafter reside.
Mrs. Forrest Warren will re- mated
that this will make any
W. L. Manffield has returned sign her position as teacher, the
A. M. Works was a Clovis
material difference in the price
from California and will again 1st. of May and they will leave of bread.
visitor Thursday.
for their home i n Atchison,
locate in Clovis.
Mr. McReynolds and son were
Royal XXX Flour at $3.75 per
Auditor, Mr. Alfred Zuzy of Kansas, soon.
Clovis Monday.
at
cwt. ensh, at Clovis Feed Store,
Osteopathic treatment cures J. A. McFarlin, Prop.
San Angelo, Texas, has accepted
Will Pipkin and Verda Mca position as clerk with Kendall headache backache and other
Reynolds spent Sunday with
Elmer II. Olsen, a former
Dry Goods Company.
pains.
Vernon
Jones.
Clovisite, who has been employRobert Jackson Roland,
the Mrs. Denny, mother of J. P. ed by the Santa Fe lines at variMiss Lannie Roberts is workinfant son of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Denny, who has been visiting ous points, as Architect, was a ing at the Clovis Laundry for a
Roland, will celebrate his 14th. her son and family for several Clovis visitor this week.
Mr. few days.
weeks, will return to her home Olsen
day birthday, Saturday.
bore.
owns property
Osteopaths are successful in in the East.
Enterprise Echos
Jeniton Apples $1.30 per box at
t '.rating diseases of children.
Supar 15 lha. for $1.00 cash ar the Model Grocery. Pnone 29.
The Literary Saturday night
Clovis Feed Store, J. A. McFarMrs W. A. Skarda and Mrs.
was
one grand success and a
is
expectMay
Miss
McMillan
lin, Prop.
tiuy Griffith wi'l leave this week
ed in Clovis to attend the gradu- very large crowd was present.
Mrs. Robert Burns, who was
for Rodgers, Texas to visit their
ation exercises. She will be the People attended from Clovis,
brought
in town to be under the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Taylor.
guest of Mrs. Gus Bryan while Liberty, Locust Grove, Union
special care of Dr. Haney, is reMiss McMillan form- and Fairfield and several of the
Tomatoes, 3 cans for 23c. at ported as much improved and on in Clovis.
erly had charge of the Commer- visitors helped entertain b y
Clovis Feed Store, J. A. McFar- the road to recovery.
resitations and songs. The diacial Department.
lin, Frop.
Jeniton Apples $1.50 per box at
logue by four Clovis high school
1000 Picnic Hams at 12 1 2c
Osteopathy is proving very the Model Grocery. Phone 2!).
girls wtts fine. Mr. Rennols, of
per lb. cash. Clovis Feed Store,
successful in the treatment of
Locust Grove recited, a piece,
been
who
Clark,
has
Miss Ella
J. A. McFarlin, Prop.
r.ervious and mental diseases.
and the
'The
visiting her sister, Mrs. W. II.
Mr. and Mrs. Fulton Slaton house just roared with laughter.
fcr the past several
Mrs. liice, who ha3 been oc- Tuckrr,
purchased the Dodson property We wish to thank all who helped
cupying the Spears' residence, months, will leave shortly for
occupied by Mr. and Mrs. us and extend to them a hearty
now
will move to the house one door her home in Mitchigan.
W. II. Tucker on Meriwether St. welcome to come again.
north of the Christian Church.
Osteopathic treatment cures Mr. and Mrs. Tucker will move
Bio. Rodgers has been visitSaxet Crackers, 8c per lb at the ailments of women. It is to the rtsidence formerly occuin our community this week.
ing
Clovis Feed Store, J. A. McFar- not a lot of exteriments leading pied by J. VV. Stewart.
He
will preach for us the 5th.
lin, Prop.
to an operation.
High grade gasolene and coal Sunday in May.
oil.
Barry Hardware Co.
Mr. Zwissler returned home
J. A. Latta and sister, Mrs. from Canton, N. M. Wednesday.
Stokes, left Friday for Kentucky
Miss Berta.Gillam and brother
upon a receipt of a telegram of Liberty, visited at the Carni-hastating their father was dying.
home Sunday.
Monday after their departure, a
Mr. and Mrs. I). H. Holden,
telegram was received stating of New Hope, visited Jim HolMr. Latta Sr. was dead.
den and wife, Thursday night.
Osteopathy is a science its
Edd Homan and Mr. Alley
THE OLD RELIABLE
principals are applicable to all have bought them a new car
diseases and accidents.
and ws out driving with. their
wives Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. H. A. Miller Hostess
Mrs. Kingry is very sick, but
Mrs. H. A. Miller entertained we hope she will roon be well
Her daughters, Mrs.
a number of ladies Fiiday, in again.
Miss Hazel Kingry,
Homan
and
Sessing
honor of her sister, Mr.
of Indianapolis, Ind. The affair of Clovis, are at her bed side at
was one of the prettiest parties this writing.
DANCERS
SINGERS
of the season.
Mrs. Jim Walker and Miss
Mrs. Miller's
beautifully
apartments
were
Clara
Zwissler visited with Mrs
MUSICIANS
COMEDIANS
decorated in lillies, carnations Holden, Sunday.
and peach blossoms. Mrs. Tom
Rev. J. T. Lewis and family
Clary, by her usual skill a t visited at t h e Stubble home
Bridge, won the prize, a heart Sunday.
!
shaped silver tray.
We have decided to change our
from Sunday night- to
singing
WILL EXHIBIT AT
Mrs. W. J. Stewart
Sunday afternoon. Prof. Taylor
Entertains at Auction Bridge will be with us and take charge
WEDNESDAY
Mrs. W. J. Stewart entertain- of the singing. Everybody come
APRIL
ed the ladies of the Auction and help us have a good singing
Bridge Club, Friday. The ladies class at Enterprise.
all report a most pleasant afterMr. Brazwell has already
noon. The regular meeting day planted corn and kafficorn.
He
has changed from Friday to Sat is one of our many enterprising
urday.
farmers.

Local

and Personal

Mrs. Litchfield,
spent a few days

if Melrose,
with

1--

g.

Mother-in-law,-

-'

GOMING!

n

ONE NIGHT ONLY

one-hal-

Curry County, New Mexico, on
the 28th day of November, 1914.
rendered judgement against
Walter Peter Van den Nort,
Ada Van den Nort and Beulah
B. Knowles, defendants,
to be
satisfied out of the property
herein described, in the principal sum of $381.70 together with
interest on the same at the rate
of 10 per cent per annum from
August 1, 1912, to November 28.

owned by L. Roy Knowles. now
deceased, of whom the above
defendants are the heirs:
To satisfy said judgment and
interest thereon and all costs
and attorney's fees.
Witness my hand this 24th
day of March, 1915.
E. H. Robinson,
Special Master.
Mar. 26 -- Apr. 16.

principal for attorney's fees,
and a further judgment that
said judgment bear interest at
the rate of 10 per cent psr annum trom Nov. 28th, 1914. until
paid and for cost, in a foreclosure suit against the said Walter
Peter Van den Nort and Ada
Van den Nort and
Beulah B.
Knnwies, defendants, by Bynum
B. Doughton, plaintiff,
being
cause No. 762 in the District
Court of Curry County. New
Mexico and the Court in said
judgment and decree ordered
and decreed that the property
hereinafter described be sold according to law to satisfy said
judgment, and that E. H. Robinson is by the Court appointed
Special Master to advertise and
sell said property, according to

Sunday.
Several have been sick with
tonsilitis, which seems to be
quite prevalent in this neighbor-

New Hope News
1914, whidh
said
interest is
$89.06 and 10 percent additional
Rev. G. E. Harmon preached
on the sum of said interest and to a large crowd at New Hope,

law;
Now therefore. Notice is hereby given that I. the undersgn-i- d
Special Master, will on Monday, May 10th, at the hour of
Ten O'clock in rhe forenoon, at
the front door of the Curry
County Court House in Clovis,
Curry County, New Mexico, sell
at public auction, to the highest

hood.

The hum of the threshing machine is to be heard in the community again.
There is still
quite a lot of threshing to be
done.

Albert Doolittle's wind mill
wheel was torn to pieces last
Friday, during the heavy wind. J
Misses Rosa and Nellie Daniels
visited (Miss Mabelle Means,
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs, Gus Herfurth
were visitors in the community
last Sunday.
The sad death of Mr. Raulie
was quite a shock to this community.
Texico school closed last
April 7th.
fv.d-desda-

bidder for cash,
described property,
The undividpd
f
interest in the N. V. quarter of Section 15, Township 4, North of
Range 31 E. of the N. M. P. M.
in Curry County, N. M.; the
one-hal-

No. 2. "Do your business
with a bank where your depos-

its are guaranteed and where

Farwell.

A good line of trimmed and
untrimmed hats for children,
just received. Call and sees
them. Miss Lucy Turner, 111
So. Main St.
2

w AIT!

For The Big One

UNDER GANVAS
CLOVIS
J-

-r.

lZx

l

if.s.rV'..

Show On The Road

40

FRIDAY

APRIb

Watch for the Big Parade, Band,

and Caliope Concert

23

-

21

Bring the Children, They'll Enjoy
it, So Will You!

y,

you can get money any time
you want it. We have money
the following to loan NOW. - State B ink of

The Best Colored Minstrel

CLOVIS

H. SANDERS

f
interest,
said undivided
Notice of Sale.
belonged
to
and
was
formerly
Whereas the District Court of

VIRGINIA MINSTRELS

40

L.

DON'T MISS THIS GOOD ONE
.

PARADE AT NOON.

.i

PERFORMANCE

! I

-

8 P. M

!

